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Privacy and Security of Computerized 
Criminal Justice Systems 

Thirty years ago, one of the most fantastic devices ever to be de-

vel oped by mankind made a rather obscure appearance in this 

country. Little did the inventors realize, that within the time 

frame of this century, the computer would assume a major rele in 

processing record keeping systems of our economy and it would also 

be cited as responsible for effecting profound changes to our society. 

We live today, in a time in which 90% of the scientists who have 

ever lived, are now living; at a time in which knowledge, that 

prior to this century doubled every 50 years, now doubles every 

five years; a time in which the dramatic technological advances of 

the electronic computer has given us the capability to calculate 

information 500 million times faster than we could prior to World 

War II. Leading economists have stated that automation is by now so 

deeply implanted in our economy that we are beyond the point of no 

return to non-automated systems. We know that we would surely drown 

in a "sea of umnanageable paper work ll and that our economy would 

quickly evolve into a state of chaos, inefficiency and stagnation 

without the services of powerful computers. As a result of its 

powerful calculating capabilities, the electronic computer is today 

making us aware of many facts and theories that have been hidden 

from us since the oeginning of time. A noted scientist stated that 

it would require the equivalent manpower of 40n billion people to 

perform the information process ing requirements if t.be 80,000 com,· 

puters in this country would cease to function. It is the computer, 

more than any other facet of modern day technology, that is providing 

the capability to solve the complex problems of our environment. 

While overwhelming evidence convincingly supports automation, we 

have been confronted with a great uproar of anti-computerism from 

some segments of our society. Along with this uproar, some of the 

young citizens of today sho~. growing signs of a disenchantment t(·-

wards anything which involves technology, and it is the co~nputer 

more than anything else, that symbolizes the whole of technology 

(figure I). It is a fear, among other things, that reduci.ng th(· 

human being to a number means the loss of iacntity and this is 

representative of all that is demoralizing and degrading to our 

society (figure 2). 

It has been suggested that people hate computers because they ,up 

the first machine in history La really move in on our intellectual 

and emotional lives (figure 3). The machine is suspected of rc-

cording everything in our lives frJm the womb to the tomb and is 

thought to replacL the activities of numerous individuals (figure 4). 

Computers are by nature like all other machines, functioning in i'\ 

state of neutrality. They can therefore be used as effectively 

i'l,';;tinst humanity as they can in the service of manldnd. 
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Figure 1 - A ma.chine that can remerri\::'er more than y:m and I 
could in a t:101lsand l ~ fet imes . 

A GOVERNMENT Vl/ATCH ON 
200 MILLiON AMER~CANS"l 

lh~ Lompul~r 

An Ism. Becomes 
A Crusade 

Figure 2 - A ')amphlet i llustratin/l the concern of the 
invasion of privacy by computer systems. 

Figure "3 - A par.rphl",t 1 E w:: t,ratinf:~ t~1f' ,~,'{l(:ert)f 
T.ota 1 knowledge by governrr.en t, on the ,,1. t 1 zer: as a 
result of computer te"nolof:¥' 

Fir;nre 4 - A computer "dr;l.ta bark!! capa'lJle of storilW 
lhlO mi:aion characters of infnrmation and also capable 
of findinv the de~ired information within thousands 
of a second. 



To some, computers seem to symbolize unresponsiveness and in-
hea 1 th history, fam:!.ly status, moral character, professional compe-

sensitivity of modern day life and there is a fear that data banks 
tance, financial condition, bUYIng habits, political inclination and 

know a great deal more about us, than "We know about data banks. To 
criminal records, if any. It is rcndily apparent chat suclt C'ondi-

others, computers symbolize all that is wrong with a slightly tarnished 
tions could be personally damaging if the data were made available 

modern day dream and has been suggested in some quarters that Automa-
under unauthorized or unethical circll!:istanees. 

tion may be the very latest form of pollution to inhabit the planet 

earth. It is the electronic computer with its capabilities 01 speed and 

superhuman thoroughness, that cannot miss finding either the good 
Computers are used extensively in the United States in over 1,500 

or bad about us, that seems to leave the citizen in a state of 
major applications. Manually maintained information systems have 

helplessness. Within thousandths of a spcond, a com~ut~r system 
been rapidly discarded as government and industry alike have in-

can pull together and retrieve all facts in one ~nswer, which 
vested millions in automating the records of our economy and 

portray an individual 9 s glorious successes, hideous failures, his 

society. 
most positive personality traits and his most embarrassing habits. 

Today each time a citizen files a tax return, applies for life The problem boils down to a simple fact, a machine familiar to all 

insurance or a credit card, seeks government benefits, interviews of us here, which can memorize more and better than a humctu being 

for a job, or becomes a subject of the criminal justice system an could in a hundred lifetimes and that is more efficient than the 

automated dossier is opened, and an electronic information profile combined efforts of a thousand brains, is thought by some to be a 

is sketched on the applicant with the result that we are likely to threat to the quality of life and society that we all hold dear. 

leave electronic records in the memory bank of a computer, records Why? Because the subject of privacy has and still continues, in 

that can tell a great deal about ones activities, habits, associa- some instances, to be abused as man fails to under&tand the need 

tions and personality characteristics. to evaluate and establish ethical controls over the computers' 

great impact on the life 01 a cilizen. 
Should all these daLa banks be cross indexed or merged into one, 

we might well find a surprisingly complete record of personal Personal privacy has bl;p.n defined as "the right to be left alone,1I 

facts relating to our birth, education, religious affiliation, ITthe right to control the outflow of inl()rn .. 1tion dbout oneSt'U,fI 
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lithe most comprehensive of the rights of man,' and 'one of the most 

basic civil rights of man'. The concept of privacy stems from a 

person's inner desire to shield and control his actions, thoughts, 

desires and accomplishments or lack thereof from overexposure to the 

outside world. It is a most subjective and sensitive area of human 

personality. Essentially privacy involves a host of things wh1ch 

motivate us to think and act as we do and it conveys the total stlm of 

what we are and what it 1s th.lt makes us function as a unique person-

ality (figure 5). 

I believe that it is absolutely imperative that computers must be 

made to serve the mainstream of a business concern or government 

agency. If the computer is fully serving the mainstream of the 

entire organization, then I believe that management is more likely 

to exercise greater control over the information procest .g system 

and dissemination of data. Too often, the computer has been regarded 

by management as a 'necessary evil', 'a status symbol', ~someone 

else's responsibility', or really 'no ones responsibility' at all. 

As a result of these deficiencies, the computer receives much un-

deserved blame these days for things that go wrong, and credit for 

things that go alright, but the real responsibility for success or 

failure ultimately belongs to no one else but management. 

Within the Criminal Justice environment, automation takes on a special 

meaning because sometimes it reflects the shortcoming of a citizen. 
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F.'igure 'i - Concepts of the inr;redients which form the 
thinfcs that the human beinf~ considers sensati ve and 
personal, kno'lom to us as 'Privacy'. 

CR!MINAl JUS flCE SYS rEM PLANNING MODELS 

Construction of Criminal Justice System" Hadel. nre technically fea.ible. 

Such systcmn can be computcri~ed in a manner to project the cotal resource. 

required to SIgnificantly reduce crime. 

Figure 6 - An illustration of how computers can 
assist the Criminal Justice System to be respons
ive to society. 
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The Criminal Justice System has been slow in casting a5ide old, 

outmoded and antiquated ways of operating our American system of 

justice. Today the picture is changing rapidly as a result of 

automation and so are the social implications that result from the 

new technologies. The benefits of an automated criminal justice 

system are too numerous to menticr. but perhaps the greatest single 

benefit would result from an examination of old ways of doing 

things against our willingness to take an in-depth look at our 

systems and project them into the future (figure 6). 

Members of the Kansas City Regional Criminal Justice System view the 

collection of information on occurrences where the police become 

involved, as part of their duty to impartially and accurately record 

these incidents exactly as they occur (figure 7). Sometimes this 

is considered by the citj~en to be for his beneiit, and other times 

from the citizen's viewpoint, it is not. In any case, ours is a 

solemn duty and responsibility to protect the public, to assist the 

victim, to apprehend the violator of the law and to process each 

case rapidly thru the criminal justice system and to accomplish these 

tasks with all the efficiencies W';> can command from present day 

technologies. 

Each time a police officer writes d parking licket, stops a car on 

an alleged violation, investigates a case on reasonable grounds of 

unlawful violations, all subjects, vehicles and in some instances, 

J commun1cations serial. ized property are checked thru the computer b', 0 

center personnel for records of outstanding warrants and prior record 

of criminal history (figure 8). In this day of mobility of the 

active criminal element, it is of great importance to the officer in 

the street to be made aware of 0 11 potent1a y dangerous criminals that 

he may be in the process of ~)ming into contact with. OUT on-line 

system is flagged wjth 1,000 subjects known to be armed, dangerous 

or resist arrest, ~ubject- °tl h" " f _ ~ W1 1 1stor1es 0 multi-offenses against 

laws of our society. 

Today the system is used extensively by the Criminal Justice family 

within 10,000 square miles of Western Missouri and Eastern Kansas. 

Records show that our Criminal Justice Data Bank 1 A ert II is being 

accessed either for entry of data or for inquiry of information an 

average of 35 times every minute of the 24 hour day and our computer 

is exchanging information automatically with the FBI's NCIC Computer 

3,000 times each day concerning the nations criminal element (figure 9). 

Police information is exchanged frequently over radio systems, how

ever, as a result of advanced computer technology. the contents arc 

quite frequently that of a sens!tive nature. Mobile terminals are 

beginning to be used in police operations and this advancement in 

modern day technology will greatly enhance the cause for privacy 

and securiLy of crinlinal justice data (figure 10). Our data base 

is extensive and we record on-lin~ 26 '-' major categories of information 

which total over onE million on-line records (figure 11). 
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Figure 7 - On-Line information entry of Police records 
Computer Systems Division Kansas City· Missouri Police 
Department. 

Figure 8 -
Kansas City Missouri Police Communications Center 
llsinp; computer terminals to relay criminal information 
to Police officers. 
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Figure 9 - Alert II Symbol denoting involvement of the 
computer with all elements of Criminal Justice. 

Figure 10 - A mubile terminal with a visual display in
stalled in the police car. 



Conviction in the courts is by law a matter public record, hm.;rever, 

we still affort those records general security. The use and 

release of arrest information is controlled by Police Department 

General Order 71 - 18 which says in part, 11}1embers of the department 

shall not disclose arrest information to anyone outside of the 

Criminal Justice jurisdiction or ag~ncylf. 

We have implemented many other extensive security pr~cautions to 

protect the release and flow of information. Both manual and soft-

ware controls have been implemented and are constantly being 

strengthened as we recognize new and better ways to protect all 

aspects of data security. These range from administering ex-

tensive personality tests to computer applicant& in an effort to 

weed out those with troubled personalities, to installation of 

bullet proof security walls in the computer complex. 

Procedural Instruction 73-3 recognizes the right of each element of 

criminal justice to exercise management control over data stored 

jn the Regional Criminal Justice Computer (figure 12). This 

document prohibits the processing of reports without the approval 

of the Criminal Justice Agency responsible for the data being 

processed. The following policy statements outline ~ajor steps 

taken by our department to protect the security and confidentiality 

of computerized information systems (figure 13): 

(1) Data included in the system must be limited to that based upon 

Figure 11 - f\Jl illustration of the various parameters by 
which computer da"ts\.. can be accessed by Alert II System. 
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Figure 12 - K.C. Police Department Procedural 
Instruction 73-3 which prescribes policy and proce
dures related to automated information systems. 
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d source document maintained on file in the agency which exercises 

management control over the system and identified with unique case 

numbers assigned to the report. 

(2) Adoption of a careful and penllanent program of data verifi-

cation against source documents; I believe we must be committed 

to the spending of approximately 5% of our total automation btldget 

in support of validation of automated infOl~ation files. We 

accomplish this task in three steps. 

(a) Printout of automated files for validation against 

source documents which were the original authority for 

the data entry in the first place. 

(b) Creation of computer programs which can identify 

incorrect codes and data, eanuarking these for correction 

against the source document of entry. 

(c) Creation of comput.er programs which can edit against 

relationship conditions and requirements. This is a very 

valuable "caution indicator" and has in many instances 

alerted our department to a whole series of inconsistencies. 

('3) l~dtlc,ltion programs aTe administered for all who access data from 

remote t enllinals. 

(4) The computer is programmed to screen all inquiries to exclude 

those inquiries inconsistent to system rules (figure 14). 

(5) Our telecommunications system activity is logged for all actions 

occurring on the network and this penuanent record of act~\li.ty may bt~ 

ex~mined at any time (figure 15). 

1'5 

STEPS FOR CON11WLL\~G ETHICAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Figure 13 - Illustration of steps taken in t.hp. Alert II 
System to maintain ethic:al control over computer based 
systems. 

NJ.TEST.ZXAMPLE.JUDY.R.W.F.061357 

NOT AUTHORIZED JUVENILE DATA AT THrS TERMINAL 

Figure 14 - A computer terminal printout showing that inquiries 
are rejected when access to 1.mauthorized files is required. 



(6) Program systems are designed to provide for 'Locked Data Files' 

in which records cannot be accessed until the proper codes or terminal 

identity is read and matched to the master terminal acceps list that 

is core resident. 

(7) Rigid security and inventory controls are in effect in computer 

library operations to prevent duplicating files and removal of 

same to unathorized sources (figure 16). 

(8) Discarded criminal record printouts are all subjected to a 

shredding machine to insure the contents cannot be reconstructed 

for later use (figure 17). 

(9) Remote terminal operations are under programmed control to 

rigidly control access to only those real time files that the uner 

has prior clearance to access (figure 18). 

(10) Users of system data have been informed that careless use of 

system data represents unprofessional conduct and may be subject 

to disciplinary or litigation action. 

(11) An Operating Procedure has ~een published which clearly indenti-

fies to whom data may be released, under what circumstances, and it 

requires the removal of names and addresses before any reports are 

released to non-criminal justice agencies (figure 19). 

(12 ) Access to the bullet proof computer complex is rigidly con-

trolled by electronic locks (figure 20). 

(13 ) The computer has been programmed to identify each printout 

with a reminder of security contained information (figure 21). 
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Figure 15 - A printout of computer log shovTing events 
occuring on the telecommunications network system. 

Figure 16 - Computer library showing millions of historial 
records (abstract and detail). 
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Figure 17 - Computer printouts of Criminal records no 
longer needed are subjected to a "Shredder Machine" with 
the results as indicated 

Figure 18 - A page out of program docl~entation show
ing types of information accessable by each te~winal. 
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Figure 19 - Operating 
procedure of the Alert 11 
NehTork which binds all 
agencies of criminal 
,iustice to a.bide by esta
blished rules for main
taining ethical contra] 
of the system. 

Figure 20 - An emp]_oYN' 
accessinR; the bul1t~t pr()cf' 
door to the Computer Syctf'.t:H 
flivision with an electl:'on~e 
ca.rd. 



Tn recognization of the citizens right to review tis files the Police 

Department operates a policy of purging arrest records when a citizen 

applies for the expunging of arrest records and when the facts. sub-

stantiate his request. 

Security and confidentiality agreements have been executed within 

the Criminal Justice System to insure management control over th(', 

use and release of information generated within the system. 

There are a great variety of means and ways to enhance the physical 

security of a criminal justice comr-uter complex. The most important 

is restricting access to the computer center by non-authorized 

personnel who must be identified and be under escort while in the 

Computer Systems Division (tigure 22). 

Thru software control, on-line remote terminals are deactivated from 

the computer center for non-24 hour agencies to insure access is 

denied to anyone who might attempt to use the terminal while the 

working staff is off-duty (figure 23). 

Smoke detection devices, emergency lights anJ a fire alarm are 

installed and these devices provide control capabilities important 

to the overall security of the complex. 

I believe that computerized infol~ation systems properly designed 

and operating in an environntent where management is exercising 

proper controls, can provide much greater security than ever 

possihle under manually maintained record systems. 
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10-J2 J-1 MURDfR SUBJFCT-PREPARE FIC 
10-32 J-7 AUTO TtlEFT SI!8Jft.T-PREP,o.RE Ftc 

'IOUr,YATION fiUAJrrT-pnrp/lnr FIC 
1~-'2 J-t RAPE SI!BJFCT-PREPARE FIC 
10-32 J-n KIIOH'1 TO POSSESS HARCOTI~S-PRfPARE FIC 
10-J2 J-B KNOWN TO srLL NARCOTICS-PREPARE FIC 
~HOIiI' ACTIVIST-PREPARE FIC 
"ILITAHT(LOCAL) - PREPARE FIC 
... flll AI. SI)BJECT 
ALfRT/ooonoo~ 100~ 
/Ill AS ZX/lMP~r POB MorpnOOoo 
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Figure 21 - A statement entered on the top and bottom of a 
computer printout reminding the user to safef,uard the infor-
mation. 

Figure 22 _ A visitor presenting identification before 
allowed access to the Computer Division. 



One of the major problems in the past was the rapid buildup of 
by government and industry in the use of data ah0t:t himself a,:d his 

computer installations in which the computer technician was not 

motivated to teel h(~ was 11 part of the organization. The result was 
private life ~figure 24). 

a lack of loyalty in which the qualities of trust and reliance were Once we all have a thorough understanding of theEe problems and havp 

in many cases absent. This unfortunate condition must be overcome dev:>loped systems which insure the ethical proces~;it~g and U~I: ni 

as security and confidentiality issues demands that the qualities infor-wation, we shall begin to implement ntlw ano mort' prnductivt· 

of loyalty must be ever pre8~nt. ways of us ing the computer. As our soc iety and economy bN'omes 

more camp lex so wi 11 the need for vast data banks tel support tll(' ,~, :,' 
The subject of privacy although greatly influenced by machines is 

plicated operations of our m(,dern dav society and econofllv. 
nevertheless completely domir:ated by humanity vs. humanity. It is 

a state of condition totally suhject to manfs control, as it is On the horizon we see new, meanin!,;ful and cre<~tive rol(>s in wllj'.'i, 

misused by man's wedKness yet protected by mankind's desire for the powerful processin~l capabilities o!: computers wi 11 bef,b t, b" 

d ignit:' of his fd low man. lJsed in aSEisting mnnkind in decisicl1 making ciip,ddllty Uigurl: -"i. 

Where computers are used today in record l(~epillg i!nd Cl1rnm1;ninrt i,'Ii 

This document portrays concepts, ideas and policies at one computer 
functions they will be' used tom0rrow in forecasting. pn'dic:t in~~, 

installation related to the subject of privacy and security. These 
analyzing end projecting problems and their sulutions. 

policies and ideas are by no means the ultimate answer as we con-

tinue to develop~ new ways to insure that the vast information In reality, a c.omputer is nothing more than an extension 01 tht· 

repositories are used in a positive manner; to erradicate poverty, intelligence and creative ahi lity of man. It 1S one ,)1 mank Iuds 

to promote medical technology and to get at the root of what really newest and most versitile tools. 1 strongly support the vigorous 

fosters crime and to enhance the freedcm and well-being of all use of these maclllnes as a positivt: resource for the nation and 

mankind. the improvement of the quality of (Jur lives. 

In the fjnal analysis, these considerations all boil down to a A noted philosopher once said, "Computers art' incredibly fast, accU-· 

balancing of values; the need for informed managers of government rate, but stupid. Man is unbelievable slow, inaccurate, but brilliallt.~'! 

and industry and the need of the citizen to expect ethical control I submit that these combinations of attributes will provide the 

ingredients that will continue to movf.:' mankind to attain tbt2 goal 01 

operating ethical systems that are acceptable to aur soci&ty. 
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TCAM V f(NAR,OFFTP, B 
TCAM V KLE~.O~FTP.B 
TeAM V KSPR,nFFTP,B 
TtAM V KFPI.nFF~p,B 
TCA'1 v KRPP, OFFT?, B 
TCA~ V KCPR,OFFTP,B 
TCA'~ V KJPl,OFFTP,B 
TeAM v KJP2,nFFTP,B 
TeA'1 v KJP3,OFrTP,B 
TCN~ V KJP4,OFFTP,B 
TCA~ V KJ?5,OFFTP,B 

BUREAU OF NARCOtICS a DANGEROUS DRUGS 
KANSAS CITY, M r SSOUR I PI~OSECtlrOR 
MdiSOIJRI STATE PROBATIOH/PAROi.,E 
FEDERAL BUPEAU OF INVESTiGATiON 
ROElAND PARK, KANSAS POll CE DEPARTMENT 
PAYROLL UNIT. KCMOPO 
JACKSON COU~TY PROSECUTORoS OFFICE 
JACKSON COUNTY PROSl!CUTOP ~ S OFF I CE 
JACKSON COUN1Y PROS~CUiOR1S OFFICE 
CIRCUIT COURT, lSiM DISTRICT 
JACKSON COUNTY WIFE/CHILO SIJPPORT 

F'iVcl're ~)'~ - it ~r;nto'lt on the ('(lntrol term:inn.l in t.he 
('ompllter (,f~nt.er ~h(J"d.ni' the dl1ty operator which remotE! 
t.erminals ha.ve been deactivat.ed fl")m t.he compllter. 

BALANCiNG OF VALUES 

FiC'lre ?ll - A.n 11111straticn portraying the balancing of 
values: '{'he need to computerized information VB the right 
of the citizen to personal privacy. 
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USE OF ~OMPUTER SCIENCE 

'UCOOD U[PINC C"UIIIIY I 

An 1'1] "st.rat·1' on denotinl'T, further use of the F' '.. p:llre 2'5 - . 
Computer in the Criminal Justice System. 
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